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Abstract:
The In search of new drug molecule with high cytotoxicity 
profile with fewer side effects lead us to develop a new hy-
pothesis. The present hypothesis will reduce the problem 
of drug resistance with the platinum, which is the main 
problem of metal based drug. It might enhance the effi-
cacy of drug molecule, which may broaden the spectrum 
of activity of platinum based drug. It will provide a better 
drug candidate with broad spectrum of activity and fewer 
side effects. The organometalls has been widely used as 
a catalyst in the organic chemistry for the synthesis of 
complex molecules, due to their coordinating capability. 
Serendipities discovery of platinum metal as a cytotoxic 
agent from the platinum electrode was a key opener for 
the era of metal based anticancer agents. The discovery 
of the Pt related drug cisplatin has been an attraction for 
inorganic as well organic chemist.

The approach had been changed and the pro-drug con-
cept by changing the oxidation state of metal, poly metal-
lic as well the hindered legend was trued, unfortunately 
these drug could not crossed the clinical stage

Different approach like the change in the career for im-
provement of release profile, and the target specific for-
mulation was found impressive and many came up with 
a new hope in the clinical study. In the near future the 
improvement of result will based on their improved phar-
macokinetic results as well the new approach where the 
bimetallic, system of the molecule will improve the drug 
efficacy as well the other parameters.
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